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The Uniqueness of Western Civilization Oct 06 2021 After challenging
the multicultural effort to “provincialize” the history of Western
civilization, this book argues that the roots of the West’s exceptional
creativity should be traced back to the uniquely aristocratic warlike
culture of Indo-European speakers.
 The Essential Guide to Western Civilization Aug 28 2023 The
Essential Guide to Western Civilization offers a concise overview of
European history developed to suit the undergraduate Western
Civilization curriculum. Author Nicholas L. Waddy provides an
accessible account of major developments in European history in a
flexible format. The book will serve as a core text for instructors
wishing to build a syllabus including primary sources, articles, and
visual materials of their own choosing. Discussion questions and a list
of key terms at the end of each chapter will help to guide conversation
and assist students in navigating the Western Civilization survey.
 A History of Western Society, Volume 1 Jun 13 2022 Now from
Bedford/St. Martin's, A History of Western Society is one of the most
successful textbooks available because it captures students' interest
in the everyday life of the past and ties social history to the broad
sweep of politics and culture. The tenth edition has been thoroughly
revised to strengthen the text's readability, heighten its attention to
daily life, and incorporate the insights of new scholarship, including
an enhanced treatment of European exploration and a thoroughly
revised post-1945 section. With a dynamic new design, new special
features, and a completely revised and robust companion reader, this
major revision makes the past memorable and accessible for a new
generation of students and instructors.
 In Their Time May 01 2021 First Published in 2001. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
 The WEIRDest People in the World Feb 07 2022 A New York Times
Notable Book of 2020 A Bloomberg Best Non-Fiction Book of 2020 A
Behavioral Scientist Notable Book of 2020 A Human Behavior &
Evolution Society Must-Read Popular Evolution Book of 2020 A bold,
epic account of how the co-evolution of psychology and culture



created the peculiar Western mind that has profoundly shaped the
modern world. Perhaps you are WEIRD: raised in a society that is
Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic. If so, you’re
rather psychologically peculiar. Unlike much of the world today, and
most people who have ever lived, WEIRD people are highly
individualistic, self-obsessed, control-oriented, nonconformist, and
analytical. They focus on themselves—their attributes,
accomplishments, and aspirations—over their relationships and social
roles. How did WEIRD populations become so psychologically
distinct? What role did these psychological differences play in the
industrial revolution and the global expansion of Europe during the
last few centuries? In The WEIRDest People in the World, Joseph
Henrich draws on cutting-edge research in anthropology, psychology,
economics, and evolutionary biology to explore these questions and
more. He illuminates the origins and evolution of family structures,
marriage, and religion, and the profound impact these cultural
transformations had on human psychology. Mapping these shifts
through ancient history and late antiquity, Henrich reveals that the
most fundamental institutions of kinship and marriage changed
dramatically under pressure from the Roman Catholic Church. It was
these changes that gave rise to the WEIRD psychology that would
coevolve with impersonal markets, occupational specialization, and
free competition—laying the foundation for the modern world.
Provocative and engaging in both its broad scope and its surprising
details, The WEIRDest People in the World explores how culture,
institutions, and psychology shape one another, and explains what this
means for both our most personal sense of who we are as individuals
and also the large-scale social, political, and economic forces that
drive human history. Includes black-and-white illustrations.
 Sources of Western Society, Volume I Apr 23 2023 Accompanies: A
history of Western society, 10th ed., and Western society: a brief
history, 2nd ed.
 The Collapse of Western Civilization Jan 09 2022 The year is
2393, and the world is almost unrecognizable. Clear warnings of
climate catastrophe went ignored for decades, leading to soaring
temperatures, rising sea levels, widespread drought and—finally—the
disaster now known as the Great Collapse of 2093, when the
disintegration of the West Antarctica Ice Sheet led to mass migration
and a complete reshuffling of the global order. Writing from the



Second People's Republic of China on the 300th anniversary of the
Great Collapse, a senior scholar presents a gripping and deeply
disturbing account of how the children of the Enlightenment—the
political and economic elites of the so-called advanced industrial
societies—failed to act, and so brought about the collapse of Western
civilization. In this haunting, provocative work of science-based
fiction, Naomi Oreskes and Eric M. Conway imagine a world
devastated by climate change. Dramatizing the science in ways
traditional nonfiction cannot, the book reasserts the importance of
scientists and the work they do and reveals the self-serving interests
of the so called "carbon combustion complex" that have turned the
practice of science into political fodder. Based on sound scholarship
and yet unafraid to speak boldly, this book provides a welcome
moment of clarity amid the cacophony of climate change literature.
 Sources of Western Society, Volume 2 Dec 20 2022 Accompanies:
A history of Western society, 10th ed., and Western society: a brief
history, 2nd ed.
 How to Destroy Western Civilization and Other Topics Nov 30 2023
Peter Kreeft presents a series of brilliant essays about many of the
problems that undermine our Western civilization, along with ways to
address them. "These essays are not new proposals or solutions to
today's problems," he says. "They are old. They have been tried, and
have worked. They have made people happy and good. That is what
makes them so radical and so unusual today." In his witty, readable
style, Kreeft implores us to gather wisdom and preserve it, as the
monks did in the Middle Ages. He offers relevant philosophical
precepts, divided into various categories, that can be collected and
remembered in order to guide us and future generations in the days
ahead. Kreeft emphasizes that the most necessary thing to save our
civilization is to have children. If we don't have children, our
civilization will cease to exist. The "unmentionable elephant in the
room", he tells us, is sex, properly understood. Religious liberty is
being attacked in the name of "sexual liberty", in other words,
abortion. Kreeft encourages us to fight back—with joy and
confidence—with the one weapon that will win the future: children.
 Western Society Brief + Student's Guide to History 10e Apr 04 2024
 Sources of Western Society Since 1300 Sep 28 2023 This primary
source collection provides a diverse selection of sources to accompany
each chapter of A History of Western Society, Tenth Edition. Each



chapter contains at least five sources that present history from the
viewpoints of well-known and ordinary individuals alike. Now with 19
visual sources and 30% more documents, this edition offers great
breadth and depth in its sources. To foster lively comparative debates,
a new “Viewpoints” feature in each chapter highlights two or three
documents that address the same topic from different perspectives.
 A History of Western Society, Complete Edition (Volume I & II) Mar
23 2023 The first Western civilization text to make social history its
focus, A History of Western Society, Ninth Edition, remains
unsurpassed in its integration of everyday life in the broad sweep of
Western history. The enduring appeal of social history is strengthened
in the new edition with fresh scholarship on gender and cultural
history contributed by new authors Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks and Clare
Haru Crowston. Compelling writing, fascinating details about daily
life, and engaging special features help students identify with peoples
of the past, while the authors' sustained attention to cultural,
economic, political, and diplomatic history ensures a balanced,
integrated narrative.
 The Rise of the Western World Jul 15 2022 First published in 1973,
this is a radical interpretation, offering a unified explanation for the
growth of Western Europe between 900 A. D. and 1700, providing a
general theoretical framework for institutional change geared to the
general reader.
 Reason, Faith, and the Struggle for Western Civilization Sep 04 2021
"Gregg's book is the closet thing I've encountered in a long time to a
one-volume user's manual for operating Western Civilization." —The
Stream "Reason, Faith, and the Struggle for Western Civilization
offers a concise intellectual history of the West through the prism of
the relationship between faith and reason." —Free Beacon The genius
of Western civilization is its unique synthesis of reason and faith. But
today that synthesis is under attack—from the East by radical Islam
(faith without reason) and from within the West itself by aggressive
secularism (reason without faith). The stakes are incalculably high.
The naïve and increasingly common assumption that reason and faith
are incompatible is simply at odds with the facts of history. The
revelation in the Hebrew Scriptures of a reasonable Creator imbued
Judaism and Christianity with a conviction that the world is
intelligible, leading to the flowering of reason and the invention of
science in the West. It was no accident that the Enlightenment took



place in the culture formed by the Jewish and Christian faiths. We can
all see that faith without reason is benighted at best, fanatical and
violent at worst. But too many forget that reason, stripped of faith, is
subject to its own pathologies. A supposedly autonomous reason easily
sinks into fanaticism, stifling dissent as bigoted and irrational and
devouring the humane civilization fostered by the integration of
reason and faith. The blood-soaked history of the twentieth century
attests to the totalitarian forces unleashed by corrupted reason. But
Samuel Gregg does more than lament the intellectual and spiritual
ruin caused by the divorce of reason and faith. He shows that each of
these foundational principles corrects the other’s excesses and
enhances our comprehension of the truth in a continuous renewal of
civilization. By recovering this balance, we can avoid a suicidal winner-
take-all conflict between reason and faith and a future that will
respect neither.
 How the West Won Jun 01 2021 Finally the Truth about the Rise of
the West Modernity developed only in the West—in Europe and North
America. Nowhere else did science and democracy arise; nowhere
else was slavery outlawed. Only Westerners invented chimneys,
musical scores, telescopes, eyeglasses, pianos, electric lights, aspirin,
and soap. The question is, Why? Unfortunately, that question has
become so politically incorrect that most scholars avoid it. But
acclaimed author Rodney Stark provides the answers in this sweeping
new look at Western civilization. How the West Won demonstrates the
primacy of uniquely Western ideas—among them the belief in free
will, the commitment to the pursuit of knowledge, the notion that the
universe functions according to rational rules that can be discovered,
and the emphasis on human freedom and secure property rights.
Taking readers on a thrilling journey from ancient Greece to the
present, Stark challenges much of the received wisdom about Western
history. Stark also debunks absurd fabrications that have flourished in
the past few decades: that the Greeks stole their culture from Africa;
that the West’s “discoveries” were copied from the Chinese and
Muslims; that Europe became rich by plundering the non-Western
world. At the same time, he reveals the woeful inadequacy of recent
attempts to attribute the rise of the West to purely material
causes—favorable climates, abundant natural resources, guns and
steel. How the West Won displays Rodney Stark’s gifts for lively
narrative history and making the latest scholarship accessible to all



readers. This bold, insightful book will force you to rethink your
understanding of the West and the birth of modernity—and to
recognize that Western civilization really has set itself apart from
other cultures.
 Children and Childhood in Western Society Since 1500 Jul 27 2023
This book investigates the relationship between ideas about childhood
and the actual experience of being a child, and assesses how it has
changed over the span of five hundred years. Hugh Cunningham tells
an engaging story of the development of ideas about childhood from
the Renaissance to the present, taking in Locke, Rosseau, Wordsworth
and Freud, revealing considerable differences in the way western
societites have understood and valued childhood over time. His survey
of parent/child relationships uncovers evidence of parental love, care
and, in the frequent cases of child death, grief throughout the period,
concluding that there was as much continuity as change in the actual
relations of children and adults across these five centuries. For
undergraduate courses in History of the Family, European Social
History, History of Children and Gender History.
 Western Civilization Dec 08 2021 Put the world today into context by
learning about the past through the brief, best-selling WESTERN
CIVILIZATION, VOLUME II: SINCE 1500, 8E, International Edition
that has helped thousands of students succeed in the course. Jack
Spielvogel's engaging style of writing weaves the political, economic,
social, religious, intellectual, cultural, and military aspects of history
into a gripping story that is as memorable as it is instructive. You will
also be exposed to primary source documents—actual historical
documents that are the foundation for the historical analysis you read
in the chapter. These documents include letters, poems, and songs
through history—documents that enliven the past. Throughout the
book there are also helpful tools to help you digest the reading,
including outlines, focus questions, chronologies, numerous maps, and
boldface key terms with definitions.
 Studying Contemporary Western Society Jan 21 2023 Few
anthropologists today realize the pioneering role Margaret Mead
played in the investigation of contemporary cultures. This volume
collects and presents a variety of her essays on research methodology
relating to contemporary culture. Many of these essays were printed
originally in limited circulation journals, research reports and books
edited by others. They reflect Mead's continuing commitment to



searching out methods for studying and extending the
anthropologist's tools of investigation for use in complex societies.
Essays on American and European societies, intergenerational
relations, architecture and social space, industrialization, and
interracial relations are included in this varied and exciting collection.
 A History of Western Society Jan 26 2021
 Sustainable Civilization Aug 04 2021 In order to be sustainable, a
civilization must maintain the balance between 'mind' and 'matter'
and between the egocentric 'I' and 'the others'. This book investigates
how new institutional arrangements in politics, economy and finance
can resolve the current crisis of social values by restoring this delicate
balance between opposing forces.
 Western Society: A Brief History, Complete Edition Feb 19 2023 This
brief edition offers the unsurpassed social history of A History of
Western Society in an accessible, lively format. Short enough to use
with supplements and more affordable than its parent text, A Brief
History retains the sustained attention to daily life, the rich art and
map program, and all of the special features of the full-length edition.
Extensive study aids help students comprehend the material and
prepare for exams. Now you can have it all in a briefer book.
 The Book that Made Your World Apr 11 2022 Understand where
we came from. Whether you're an avid student of the Bible or a
skeptic of its relevance, The Book That Made Your World will
transform your perception of its influence on virtually every facet of
Western civilization. Indian philosopher Vishal Mangalwadi reveals
the personal motivation that fueled his own study of the Bible and
systematically illustrates how its precepts became the framework for
societal structure throughout the last millennium. From politics and
science, to academia and technology, the Bible's sacred copy became
the key that unlocked the Western mind. Through Mangalwadi's wide-
ranging and fascinating investigation, you'll discover: What triggered
the West's passion for scientific, medical, and technological
advancement How the biblical notion of human dignity informs the
West's social structure and how it intersects with other worldviews
How the Bible created a fertile ground for women to find social and
economic empowerment How the Bible has uniquely equipped the
West to cultivate compassion, human rights, prosperity, and strong
families The role of the Bible in the transformation of education How
the modern literary notion of a hero has been shaped by the Bible's



archetypal protagonist Journey with Mangalwadi as he examines the
origins of a civilization's greatness and the misguided beliefs that
threaten to unravel its progress. Learn how the Bible transformed the
social, political, and religious institutions that have sustained Western
culture for the past millennium, and discover how secular corruption
endangers the stability and longevity of Western civilization.
Endorsements: “This is an extremely significant piece of work with
huge global implications. Vishal brings a timely message.” (Ravi
Zacharias, author, Walking from East to West and Beyond Opinion)
“In polite society, the mere mention of the Bible often introduces a
certain measure of anxiety. A serious discussion on the Bible can
bring outright contempt. Therefore, it is most refreshing to encounter
this engaging and informed assessment of the Bible’s profound impact
on the modern world. Where Bloom laments the closing of the
American mind, Mangalwadi brings a refreshing optimism.” (Stanley
Mattson, founder and president, C. S. Lewis Foundation) “Vishal
Mangalwadi recounts history in very broad strokes, always using his
cross-cultural perspectives for highlighting the many benefits of
biblical principles in shaping civilization.” (George Marsden,
professor, University of Notre Dame; author, Fundamentalism and
American Culture)
 Western Civilization: A Global and Comparative Approach Sep
16 2022 Featuring the one author, one voice approach, this text is
ideal for instructors who do not wish to neglect the importance of non-
Western perspectives on the study of the past. The book is a brief,
affordable presentation providing a coherent examination of the past
from ancient times to the present. Religion, everyday life, and
transforming moments are the three themes employed to help make
the past interesting, intelligible, and relevant to contemporary society.
 A History of Western Society, Value Edition, Combined Volume Mar
30 2021 Praised by instructors and students alike for its readability
and attention to social history, the Value Edition of A History of
Western Society is a brief, affordable text that brings the past to life.
The two-color Value Edition includes the full narrative of the
comprehensive edition and select maps and images. This edition
features a new question-driven narrative, five chapters devoted to the
lives of ordinary people that make the past real and relevant, and the
best and latest scholarship throughout. Available for free when
packaged with the print book, the popular digital assignment options



for this text bring skill building and assessment to a highly effective
level. The active learning options come in LaunchPad , which
combines an accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an adaptive and
automatically graded learning tool that—when assigned—helps ensure
students read the book; the complete companion reader with quizzes
on each source; and many other study and assessment tools. For
instructors who want the easiest and most affordable way to ensure
students come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs
LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile, accessible Value
Edition e-book, in one easy-to-use product.
 The Decline of the West Nov 06 2021 Spengler's work describes
how we have entered into a centuries-long "world-historical" phase
comparable to late antiquity, and his controversial ideas spark debate
over the meaning of historiography.
 Western Society: A Brief History Feb 02 2024 This brief edition offers
the unsurpassed social history of A History of Western Society in an
accessible, lively format. Short enough to use with supplements and
more affordable than its parent text, A Brief History retains the
sustained attention to daily life, the rich art and map program, and all
of the special features of the full-length edition. Extensive study aids
help students comprehend the material and prepare for exams. Now
you can have it all in a briefer book.
 Western Society Brief V2 + Student's Guide to History 10e Jan
01 2024
 A History of Western Society Since 1300 May 05 2024 Praised by
instructors and students alike for its readability and attention to
everyday life, the thirteenth edition of A History of Western Society
includes a greater variety of tools to engage today's students and save
instructors time. This edition features an enhanced primary source
program, a question-driven narrative, five chapters devoted to the
lives of ordinary people that make the past real and relevant, and the
best and latest scholarship throughout. Available for free when
packaged with the print book, the popular digital assignment options
for this text bring skill building and assessment to a highly effective
level. The active learning options come in LaunchPad , which
combines an accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an adaptive and
automatically graded learning tool that—when assigned—helps ensure
students read the book; the complete companion reader with quizzes
on each source; and many other study and assessment tools. For



instructors who want the easiest and most affordable way to ensure
students come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs
LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and our mobile, accessible Value
Edition e-book, in one easy-to-use product.
 Western Society Brief V1 + Student's Guide to History 10e Mar
03 2024
 History of Western Society Since 1300 for Advanced Placement Jun
06 2024 A History of Western Society continues to capture the
attention of AP European history students because it recreates the
lives of ordinary people and makes history memorable. Brought to you
by the highly regarded editors at Bedford/St. Martins, every element
of the text has been rethought, reconsidered, and revised to bring the
original vision to a new generation of students. The tenth edition
continues to tie social history to the broad sweep of politics and
culture, heightening its attention to daily life, and strengthening the
treatment of European exploration. With a dynamic new design, new
special features on visual evidence, and a robust companion reader, A
History of Western Society helps AP students master the concepts and
content of European history.
 Western Civilization to 1715 Oct 18 2022 Best-selling text,
WESTERN CIVILIZATION has helped over one million students learn
about the present by exploring the past. Jack Spielvogel's engaging,
chronological narrative weaves the political, economic, social,
religious, intellectual, cultural, and military aspects of history into a
gripping story that is as memorable as it is instructive. Each chapter
offers a substantial introduction and conclusion, providing students a
context for these disparate themes. The clear narrative of a single
gifted author makes it easy for students to follow the story of Western
civilization. Spielvogel gives the book depth by including over 150
maps and excerpts of over 200 primary sources--including official
documents, poems, and songs--that enliven the past while introducing
students to source material that forms the basis of historical
scholarship. Available in many split options: WESTERN
CIVILIZATION, Comprehensive, 6th Edition (Chapters 1-29), ISBN:
0534646026; WESTERN CIVILIZATION, Volume I, To 1715, 6th
Edition (Chapters 1-16), ISBN:0534646034; WESTERN
CIVILIZATION, Volume II, Since 1500, 6th Edition (Chapters 13-29),
ISBN:0534646042; WESTERN CIVILIZATION, Volume A: To 1500, 6th
Edition (Chapters 1-12), ISBN: 0534646050; WESTERN



CIVILIZATION, Volume B: 1300-1815, 6th Edition (Chapters 11-19),
ISBN:0534646069; WESTERN CIVILIZATION, Volume C: Since 1789,
6th Edition (Chapters 19-29), ISBN: 0534646077; WESTERN
CIVILIZATION, Since 1300, 6th Edition (Chapters 11-29),
ISBN:0534646085.
 Art of the Western World Mar 11 2022 With fresh insight into what
the great works meant when they were created and why they appeal
to us now, here is a vivid tour of painting, sculpture, and architecture,
past and present. "Illuminating . . . a notable accomplishment".--The
New York Times. Illustrated.
 Western Civilization May 13 2022 Weaving the political, economic,
social, religious, intellectual, cultural, military, and other threads of
Western civilization into a compelling story, BRIEF DISCOVERY
EDITION of WESTERN CIVILIZATION, Volume I, focuses on helping
you enhance your study skills for success in this course and
throughout your college career. Learning to analyze source material
as you read the narrative will help you master the content of the
course and interpret other materials and events you encounter in
daily life.
 The Eastern Origins of Western Civilisation Feb 27 2021 Publisher
Description
 Journal of the Western Society of Engineers Jul 03 2021 This work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.



 The Modernization of the Western World Oct 30 2023 This book
focuses on the forces of social change and what they have meant in
the lives of the people caught in the middle of them from medieval
times through our current era of globalization.
 Understanding Western Society: A History, Volume One Jun 25
2023 Understanding Western Society, Second Edition, features a
brief, question-drive narrative that models for students the inquiry-
based methods used by historians and helps students understand
what’s really important to know about Western civilization.
 Sources for Western Society, Volume 1 Aug 16 2022 Sources for
Western Society provides a variety of primary sources to accompany A
History of Western Society, Eleventh Edition and the new Value
edition of A History of Western Society. With over fifty new
selections—including a dozen new visual sources—and enhanced
pedagogy throughout, students are given the tools to engage critically
with canonical and lesser known sources, and prominent and ordinary
voices. Each chapter includes a "Sources in Conversation" feature that
presents differing views on key topics. This companion reader is an
exceptional value for students and offers plenty of assignment options
for instructors.
 Zombies in Western Culture Nov 18 2022 Why has the zombie
become such a pervasive figure in twenty-first-century popular
culture? John Vervaeke, Christopher Mastropietro and Filip Miscevic
seek to answer this question by arguing that particular aspects of the
zombie, common to a variety of media forms, reflect a crisis in modern
Western culture. The authors examine the essential features of the
zombie, including mindlessness, ugliness and homelessness, and
argue that these reflect the outlook of the contemporary West and its
attendant zeitgeists of anxiety, alienation, disconnection and
disenfranchisement. They trace the relationship between zombies and
the theme of secular apocalypse, demonstrating that the zombie
draws its power from being a perversion of the Christian mythos of
death and resurrection. Symbolic of a lost Christian worldview, the
zombie represents a world that can no longer explain itself, nor
provide us with instructions for how to live within it. The concept of
'domicide' or the destruction of home is developed to describe the
modern crisis of meaning that the zombie both represents and
reflects. This is illustrated using case studies including the relocation
of the Anishinaabe of the Grassy Narrows First Nation, and the



upheaval of population displacement in the Hellenistic period. Finally,
the authors invoke and reformulate symbols of the four horseman of
the apocalypse as rhetorical analogues to frame those aspects of
contemporary collapse that elucidate the horror of the zombie.
Zombies in Western Culture: A Twenty-First Century Crisis is required
reading for anyone interested in the phenomenon of zombies in
contemporary culture. It will also be of interest to an interdisciplinary
audience including students and scholars of culture studies, semiotics,
philosophy, religious studies, eschatology, anthropology, Jungian
studies, and sociology.
 A History of Western Society Since 1300 for the AP® Course May 25
2023 Now Available with LaunchPad This market-leading AP®
European History textbook has been long praised by instructors and
students alive for its readability and attention to everyday life. A
History of Western Society recreates the lives of ordinary people –
making history memorable for students. The eleventh edition
continues to tie social history to the broad sweep of politics and
culture, heightening its attention to daily life, and aligning with the
redesigned AP® European course.
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